Macrium Site Manager 7, together with Macrium MultiSite, are the latest versions of our popular management tools for extending endpoint backup across large numbers of PCs and Servers, across multiple sites. Combined with the power of the Macrium Reflect 7.1 PC and Server agents, this is a highly robust solution for enterprise endpoint backup needs.

Solutions Overview:

**Macrium Site Manager 7**

The latest release of the central management console includes all the lessons and enhancements from previous releases and is designed with future features in mind. We have improved the server to agent communications, fine-tuned the agent management process and included better license administration tools. There is also improved alerting, backup management and reporting.

Site Manager 7 is the perfect tool for managing backups on the local area network.

**Macrium MultiSite Manager**

Macrium Site Manager 7 will take care of the local Windows endpoint backup needs, whilst Macrium MultiSite Manager dramatically extends coverage. This Cloud-based solution will monitor and manage many Macrium Site Manager instances, rolling up reporting, alerting, and providing a very easy to use backup management tool for the busy IT Administrator.

Hosted in the Microsoft Azure Cloud MultiSite Manager is a highly robust and scalable solution for companies and MSPs alike.
Macrium Site Manager and MultiSite Features and Requirements.

Macrium Site Manager 7:

**Comprehensive Dashboard**
Includes a comprehensive and customizable dashboard with a library of widgets depending on the needs of the administrator.

**0 to Backup in Four Easy Steps**
A clear wizard-based approach to defining repositories, who and what to backup, scheduling and retention for rapid backups.

**Simple Remote Restore**
In addition to the full suite of Macrium Reflect restore tools, Site Manager includes simple remote restoration directly from the Site Manager user interface.

**Backup to the Cloud**
Site Manager 7 now includes the interface to include backing up to the Amazon Cloud via AWS Storage Gateway.

**Alerting and Reporting**
Included is a full suite of event logs, security events and the ability to forecast storage load and performance.

Macrium MultiSite Manager:

**Cloud based for extra flexibility**
Hosted in Microsoft Azure Cloud MultiSite Manager can be accessed anywhere that you need.

**Direct Access to Site Manager**
It is very simple and quick to directly connect to a Site Manager instance from within the management console enabling single point of administration.

**Dashboards and Alerting**
MultiSite Manager has easy to configure dashboard providing at a glance view of large numbers of sites and endpoint backups. Customizable alerts can be configured depending on the needs of the administrator. This facilitates rapid problem identification and resolution.

Requirements for Site Manager 7
- Windows 7/Server 2008 R2 or later
- Chrome, IE11, Edge or Firefox Internet browsers
- Internet access is required

---

Macrium Software provides comprehensive backup and DR solutions for home or businesses which are used worldwide to protect valuable data and operating systems. Using advanced disk imaging technology Macrium solutions provide fast reliable and easily recoverable images. With many millions of users worldwide, Macrium is a trusted and reliable solution for all data protection needs.